The influence of multiple-pass sliding on the surface failure of fluorapatite single crystals was evaluated. The surface and subsurface damage on the basal plane of fluorapatite was accelerative, rather than additive.
crystals.1) The failure classification of each scar was determined.4 Study of the mechanism of failure was made with the aid of a scanning electron microscope (SEM).e
The influence of five types of multiplepass sliding (wear I to wear V) on the surface failure of the basal plane of FAP was studied as shown in Figure 1 . In wear I, we studied the surface failure that resulted when two, one-traversal scars were superimposed exactly on one another in the same sliding direction with the same normal load. To identify the change in failure behavior, the second scar was made for only half the length of the first scar. Fifteen parallel scratches that resulted from sliding a normal load of 10 to 150 gm in increments of 10 gm were made on the basal plane of two FAP crystals (FAP23 and FAP31) in the x sliding direction. All runs were made in air.
Areas a, b, and c, which correspond to a multiple-pass scar, the intersection of multiple-pass scar with a single-pass scar, and a single-pass scar, respectively, then were examined in the SEM.
In wear II, a situation similar to wear I occurred; but a single-pass scar was made, followed by a double-pass scar lel tracks were required for each load. All runs were made in air with a diamond hemisphere as a slider. Areas a and b were examined in the SEM (Fig 1) . Crystals FAP23 and FAP3I were used for studying wear II.
In wear III, we studied the surface failure that resulted when two, one-traversal scars were almost superimposed on one another in the same sliding direction with the same normal load (Fig 1) . The remaining experimental procedure described for wear I was used for wear III. Crystals FAP23 and FAP31 were used in this study.
In wear IV, we examined the surface failure resulting when two, one-traversal scars were superimposed exactly on one another, but in opposite sliding directions, using the same normal load. The rest of the experimental procedure described for wear I is applicable. Areas a, b, and c were observed in the SEM. Crystals FAP22 and FAP30 were used.
In wear V, we studied the surface failure that resulted when one-traversal scars in the x sliding direction were crossed with onetraversal scars in the y sliding direction on the basal plane of FAP; 10, 50, and 100 gm normal loads were used (Fig 1) for a total of 18 observations. All runs were made in air with a diamond hemisphere as a slider. Areas a, b, and c then were examined in the SEM. Crystals FAP21 and FAP42 were used. Observations though both were formed under the same normal load. Figure 5 , (1 Conclusions The influence of multiple-pass sliding on the surface failure of fluorapatite single crystals was evaluated. Surface and subsurface damage under conditions of multiple-pass sliding was accelerative, rather than additive. Two-pass sliding over the same track. but in opposite directions, was particularly destructive.
